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- We look forward to when we can compete in person. The committee and staff will explore ways that we can continue to engage athletes in XC.
- Thank you to Pan Am Hosting group, VICCA, bringing the international competition to our backyard.
- Encouraged by the new events that were able to take place under the COVID 19 Protocols. These took place in Victoria, Vernon, Kamloops, Surrey.
- Thank you to the Vancouver Thunderbirds for working with staff to try and host an in person championships.
- Congratulations to everyone that took part in the Championships Virtual Challenge, the High Schools Challenge and the Clubs that hosted mini events / trials for their athletes to take part.
- Continue to modify the BC Team standards to deliver the best results at the Athletics Canada National Championships.
- We’re disappointed but understand the reasoning of the relocation of the 2021 AC XC to Ottawa for the 2021 and 2022 Championships. We look forward to the event returning to BC for 2023,